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INTRODUCTION





A growing number of nations have turned to the concept of New Towns in their
search for a proper method to direct and control their own internal development. Millions
of people in England, in France, in India, in Scandanavia, in the Soviet Union, and in Latin
America now live in New Towns. Since the 1960's an impressive number of privately
sponsored builders have begun the development of New Towns in the United States. The
Department of Housing and Urban Development requested Zurhan Associates to evaluate the
degree to which New Towns could meet the challenges presented by metropolitan growth,
and to recommend an effective and proper role for the Federal government. This report
presents the highlight of the findings of that Study.


		

I	 Defining the Problems		

A.	 _Metropolitan Patterns				

Growth in the United States is increasingly synonymous with suburban			
expansion. The brunt of settlement in the foreseeable future will continue			
to occur in the metropolitan areas surrounding old urban cores. And an

(			

	examination of this suburban development reveals two central problems: a			
lack of rational land planning and marked and increasing residential ex			
clusion by income and race.				

The tremendous housing demand released in the postwar years created			
a market that would accept almost any type of house package offered.	 These			
market forces combined with the fragmented and unorganized structure of the			
home construction "industry" to create a monotonous and inadequately serviced			
suburban sprawl. Thousands ofEThThuilJrs,	 iflfiTh1i suhdiv dcci

000				wherever land was available and built whatever they could most swiftly and		

fiost profitably sell Suburban growth proceeded in the virtually complete gp'			
absence of -planning or co-ordination	 As a result, there is an acute searci			

nmni	 fnrilftja8 and amenities--not only cultural and recreational fa-			
cilities, such as swimming pools, playing fields, community centers, golf			
courses,	 skating rinks, theatres, parks, and picnic gtounds, but even natural			
and landscaped open spaces. The lack of neighborhood and community fa-			
cilities,	 the spread and merger of suburban development, and the sterility of			
most suburban housing have resulted in an absence of physical focus and			
co;nmunitv identi'. The suburbs in general are not the hoped-for hybrid			
between city and country. With the natural landscape often bulldozed into			
monotonous regularity, we have produced a limbo that lacks the advantages		
oTit1ercity orcountry and offers few compensations of its own. The problem			
is at a critical stage now,	 for the suburban population is expected to double by			
the end of the century. The shape of development in the next ten to twenty years
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w1il likely give emerging fl 'giO,.t:.n corrjnjrs ther per n;Ient forn mc! ucf.lne
the shape of tile landscape in \"]i cii s uccceLng generations \Viii be rAASLu . It is n
this context that New Town development has been advocated by those who seek a
method of development that will respect both the land and the needs of its residents.

Although New Towns are generally spoken of in terms of physical planning,
they must be assessed in relation to the second major problem in metropolitan
growth--the persistent and increasingly severe pattern-of-f economic and racial

exclusionjin areas of new dccJ.pQtcnt. Families below the top half nd in many
areas, the top lrf the income spectrum are simply priced out of the suburban

housing market. This includes the vast majority of non-whites. Some rough figures
will help to demonstrate this. In 1965, only slightly over 20% sold for under $15,500.
In today's market a new $15,500 house under typical FHA financing terms would
entail a monthly housing expense of about $143. At the 5-to- 1 income to housing
cost ratio that is generally considered desirable, this \oulcI require an income of

$8,580. Yet in 1965,

	

American families;-and 85%
white faThTheshad annual incomes under this figure. Thus, only 20% of new homes

noiWWThirds of the income spectrum could reason-

ably afford. The result is an accentuated disparity in population distribution. The

suburbs become the refuge of the middle and upper income white. The central city
contains a larger and larger concentration of lower and moderate income families
and as a consequence hears an increasingly disporportionate burden of public service

costs. This metropolitan relationship has a number of implications for Federal

action. First, any Federal program that pmp.t t2		nce the nature of new

suburhali diucfltitfëtThTso serve to enlarge the housing opportunitfrflflower
and moderate income families in those areas, or it is likely to aggravate the most

£spatial se regatJon bythcomea2ace.
Second, the programs of Federal aid that are now aimed at the rejuvenation of the

central cities may be insufficient unless a co-ordinated Federal effort is made in

the suburbs to increase the locational choices of lower and moderate income families.

Finally, if Federal aid to new suburban development did not insure access for these

families, the benefits of improved methods of development would flow' almost ex-

clusively to the upper-middle and upper income families who are least in need of

them.




Both the analysis of the possible advantages of New Town development in this

report, and the design of a Federal program, have been made in constant reference

to these two problems: the absence of comprehensive planning and the economic ex-

clusion of lower and moderate income families.

B. New Towns

The New Town label has been applied equally to the Greenbelt tow-as, built to

house less than 1,000 families each, and to Chandigarh, the new capital of East

Punjab, with a predicted population of hundreds of thousands; to the British New






Towns aimed at flOtiSuilh crossmeet;on of tie pOpdiatOn al- cctntn;aiag a
proportion of working class residents, and to recent private ventures in tie
United States restricted to those iii the uj erincoae brdckLts There s a
common ground in all of these New 1o\v;ls, lloveVer, for each is a prep]anned
community, ciia racierized by son It Ia u1d -use patterns, that seeks to pro vce a
complete range of commercial, recreational, and cultural facilities and amenities
for its residents. Perhaps the most fruitful way to use the term is not in the
designation of this finis ad product, but as a description of a Process 2f devel-
opment with this "product" as a goal. It is sometimes suggested that a true
New Town must he a relatively self-sufficient community, and, if restricted in
this manner, there are certain minimum characteristics of size that must be met		 -,
to support all the necessary activities - -a population of	 least 25to'	 " '

on at least four to five thousand acres2. in act, almost all of the 'New
tiis" under private development in the United States, as well as those already
completed in England and under development in other parts of tie world, meet
or surpass these criteria. But it should he emphasized that the New Town process
can bring substantial benefit to a much more inclusive range of large-scale develop-
ment. Reduced to its essentials, the New Town process demands that primary
attention be paid to the physical, social, and economic needs of future residents.
This requires the conscious, unitary development of the entire community, and
involves both "internal" and "external" planning. The area itself should provide
adequate recreational and community facilities for all of its residents. It should
be physically planned to maximize the accessibility of these facilities to all those
that use them, and to minimize the cost of providing necessary municipal services.
Every effort should be made to preserve and enhance the natural scenic and aesthetic
qualities of the land, and to create a clearly identifiable community, physicallyfocused and socially coherent.

Since the New Town process can have a positive effect on all large-scale
development, the next step is a closer examination of the operating methods and
problems of private New Town developers and large developments in general in the
United States to determine what Federal aid would be most appropriate and effective.

. The Course of_Private Development

The basic operating problems are all related to the scale of New Town develop-
ment. Each New Town should if possible contain sufficient land areas, say 5,000
continguous acres, so that a "sell-contained" environment can be produced that will
provide17&TWrnh±rants--atl-necess!TY$rVdLTid, communiLy, social and coninerical
Services, However, sites of die necessary magnitude are extremely difficult to find

T%tThajor metropolitan areas except at considerable distances from the urban
core. Another factor inducing peripheral site locations is the necessity to minimize
land acquisition costs to allow adequate margin for land value appreciation. \Tircually
all private New Town developments document these locational determinants and even
then the land acquisition costs are startling in their magnitude -Laguna Nuguel,
$6, 000, 000; Columbia, $22, 000,000; Resion and El Dorado, $12, 000, 000.
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AN-ell sci\Ce h1 existing rants 0 4uLes close	 to 1 '6.-, to
rrre them conveniently. General development cost wnl run fro;-n an estimated
$6, obO, boo at Janss to in excess of $15, 000, 000 at Foster City, Lac-una N;gucl,
Columbia, and Irvine. Consequently, the large land areas and the need to cevelop a
full range of community facilities literally from the ground up demand an extremely
high outlay of funds in the early years.

These high acquisition and development costs not only involve an initial capita'
formation of great magnitude, they also produce correspondingly high financial and

carrying costs. These carrying costs constitute an enormous annual cash require-
ment to meet principal and interest payments, real estate taxes, management and
other costs. This severe cash flow pressure on the New Town development is
aggravated by the delayed receipts from sales in the earlier years and the long develoçr
nicnt period. The delayed receipts and the lengthy development period, which may
extend to 20 years, are inherent in the large-scale nature of the project and its
peripheral location and the implications of both for the rate of prottt absorption
in the market place.




	Inconvenient location, by restricting the types of industrial firnis that might
locate in New Towns, is j]Criiaps the mostj,cal factor in dcLcr,~in-,

	

	ii,~()
current New Town developmThtore:onctn;icbase'7ietivities. Warehousing and
distribution facilities, for example, require distinct locations with specific transpor-
tation connections and maximum proximity to the major urban areas servceCL, un-
available in most New Towns. The distance of the site from the population of the
central city and the cost of living in the New Town may prevent the formation of an

adequate labor force to serve a variety of labor-intensive industries. Those LL

niaining industries which may find the New Town location acceptable usually have
such minimal location prerequisites that niany other sites are equally suitable, and
as a result, it is difficult to establish any major incentive to attract such irnls.
Moreover, the existing con niunities compete so fiercely for the eligible industries
that New Town developers will have to offer major concessions to attract any
employment base, especially sirce the New Town is initially so deficient in an many
needed services and facilities. These concessions will further inflate over-all

project costs. Even when offering concessions, the developers are generally in
a weak bargaining position to attract the economic base activities they need.

Thejilitaacaacpioniie base is critical. It throws doubt on the
economic feasibility of the entire project by forcing the developer to rely excessive-

ly on housing sales. And given a location which is oi substantial distance from the
urban employment, cultural, and entertainment centers, and which is usually lack-






in, mass transit facih	 , La YLjLIC.tliL:	 S Will ha sY	 It Sl(ia raIL,
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agaravatcI by t:,-, practice of acve Lonars o n ast sell 1;1gbc-r ar;ce, no ics,
often weli aN)VL $aU,UuU, iu oiicr to cle a an iricge wncn wh ha 7CILti

appreciate the rest of Ue la;Ic aI aid ianicting home buyers . VIrtually
all New Towns have centered their ma rkc-tug on the projecton of such a

The 1iig}Orprie in ""Ira iTh1'tE ah5orption r'RTdDS?U of
the narrower market in these price ranges. This development pattern charac
terized by lack of an economic base and slow residential sales in the earlier

years aggravates the cash flow pressure inherent in the huge initialinvest-ment.So much so that the New Town developer is never certain that he will wn

the race between carrying costs and land appreciation.

In aooiton to diniiiishing over-all economic viability, the absence of an

economic base interferes with the goals that many feel New Town development
should seek. Local employment would both reduce the "journey to work" and
increase the likelihood of municipal fiscal self-sufficiency. The economic self-

sufficiency would acId to the identity and character of the town. Radourn, New

Jersey, often praised for its planning accomplishments, was "stil1Lorn" be-
cause of its Depressioninduced failure to attract an ennploycnent base. Of even

more importance, the absence of an economic base combined with the lack of

p1oimity to the £9n a menolitm area job a- n' C. precludes the rce

of low ana moderate income hmilies Such fannlie cannot-reside in
whtcfi1The neither local emplbinent opportunity nor effective access to external

enipicynicat. Even if employment were available, the pricing of hones in the
New Towns is often prohibitive. The price range in El Daraclo Hills is now

$22,000 and up; Sunset, Sacramento, $23,000 to $40,000; Lag'uaa NI0LICI. $29,500
to $50, 000; Foster City, $25, 000 to $50, 000. Housing for moderate income
families is unavailable as a practical matter.

This is a question of vital importance for any prop-am of Fedaral aid. Even

if Federal assistance could solve the major economic problems of New Town

operations, Federal aid is not	 xaaecLn1CSaadCcc

	

is made for

these lower' dnoderateinCo:Te families in New Towns. In any other case

-FdraT Thrc, WflflC acffU! basic nietrbpo1ttb imbalances and the bene::s

of Federal aid would flow to those who need it least, the upper-middle and upper
income families that can afford the housing costs of existing private New Towns.

Since the presence of an economic base will not only greatly affect the inherent

planning and economic feasibility of the development but also be a determinative of

the possibility of providing access to families of all income levels, this Study has

concluded that the structure of any Federal program must reflect the funczioml

division between New Towns that include or have access to an economic base and

those developments that are committed to the New Town "process' but lack an

economic base.
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The "economic base" çeston is a seas itivu one. Oppo Jon to prc\ot:s
New Town proposals has cone from dose who object to the itrion of a Federal

program that might reinforcu the tcnaeicy of industry to flee to the suburbs, and
conflict with existing and proposed Fccerai programs to rejuvenate the central
cities. The answer to this is simply that the type of industry that would provide
a suitable economic base for a New Town is precisely the type of industry for
whc; a suburban location is more appropriate-for example, plants re(uiring
large land areas for single-level production end for extensive parking. A New
Towns program would not withdraw industry from the cities on its own power.
Rather, it would utilize to best advantage those industries that would he locating
in the suhu1ñ dytvent-inresponsto thcir tWiTôcd'J6fiT ià&uiremen:s rather
than to any concept of a planned development surrounding the plant. Indeed, it
seems that only through this type of planned growth can suburban residential
accommodation for moderate and lower income taniilies be assured.

Though Federal action is needed, the Federal role need not be that of the
actual developer. Public initiation at any level may be necessary only in the area
of land assembly-for the preservation of large tracts on the periphery of

metropolitan areas that can be projected as suitable future New Town sites, or
for the control of sites inside existing cities, for in-town New Towns, where
sufficient land exists. Even the more indirect COMSAT approach to government
ownership is unnecessary even if it could become acceptable to major real estate

developers when they would have the alternative of less fettered private activities.

Moreover, the initiation of New Towns by Federal, state, or local govern-
ments, or by a mixed private-public agency, would probably restrict the impact
of the program to New Towns per se and not influence the majority of reside;:ial

development, outside of the New Towns, which s in, c;4ca1 need of Ow" benefits

&phsal tilt would offer aid of varying magnitudes
to private developers in relation to the size and nature of the cieveiopm cat involved

(e.g., with or without economic base activities) could have a positive effect on the

great majority of developnient and provide a flexible mechanism for harnessing
private initiative to the task of shaping the metropolitan landscape in a creative
and co-ordinated fashion. We have designed a set of proposals to function in this

way, and in a way insuring the economic viability of moderate income housing in
the varying types of development of a New Town character.
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	The central problems of private New Town (!avek.p;nc: trc tHe	 a

suitable site; high initial capital requircineiits for t;		 a cquih it LL)fl cad (Lveiopacit of

the land; and, the cash flow pressure inherent in carrying these huge investments tru).

a long development period which yields minimum revenues in the earlier years. Exce1;t
for physical absen'lbly of the site these are fiscal problems. As such they are susceptible
to solutions througa Federal financial assistance, a method that involves a limited Federal

presence. Any proram offnanciai ass	 ved the dual problems of capital
formation and carrying costs would be satisfactory. This Study has an,yèd several major
alternatives n order o select the most suitable form of Federal financial assistance:

mortgage insurance, secondary financing, and cash flow debentures,

Mortgage Insurance

The financial needs for capital and carrying costs may be provided in the form of

Federal insurance of a mortgage, secured by land and improvements, in the amounts and

terms necessary. Mortgage insurance limits the Federal cost since the government is an

insurer rather than a lender. It also possesses the advantages of being familiar in the in-

dustry, as a result of previous FL-iA experience. However, closer examination reveals

dint New To	 £v'e.nL qi..e4istrnct troth	 epeneetLCap ri n 1e1 t
__etreC New Towns are not short-term developments and long-term income-producing

properties. They are loflf'-term land developments which may extend for fifteen to twenty

years. Rather ZITaiT producing predictable and relatively stable annual revenues vLcttti

surve the fixed constant payment obligations typical of a mortgage, New Towns generally
are characterized by near term cash deficiencies anc a longer term erratic and fuczuating
positive cash flow. To this extent the mortgage approach does not relate well to the

financial economies of New Town development. Another consideration limits the effective-

ness of the land mortgage form. The nature of individual retail and subdivision sales

requires frequent Inoflgae releases. This would create administrative difficulties not

present in the mortgage of an apartment house or other income-producing unit where the

permanent mortgage is placed only once. Tmecha4cal problem of constant releases

is also apparent where the land owner wishes to construct residential units on the land;

'teqmTtngconst1rnction financing. If the land moñagc-appro&ch were adopted, the land

mortgage would have to be subordinated to the construction financing, creating continuous

administrative obligations as individual sales are made. If the land was to be released

roni the lard mortgage, a release payment would be rechv?reci to offset the decline in real

security, which would intensify the cash flow pressures. While land mortgage financing is

widely used privately and has been adopted for the Title X program to facilitate land develop
ment it is not well suited to the problems of New Town developmentYt VThilc the typcal
mortgage concept could be adopted to the New Town situation, a more effective and con-
venient financing medium should be sought.

Seconoy Financ4g

Another approach to increase initial capital availability and to provide v;ork;ag enp1tal
to meet carrying costs and other pressures on cash flow would involve the goveranemit pro
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provided the secondary funds directly, this wo1ilu substantially increase the costs of the

program. If the government merely guarantc'ed the seco;adary financing, there night not
be adequate funds available, for many institutional lenders are precluduc from secondary
financing. Finally, the existence of a first and second security position would inevitably
create administrative and mechanical difficulties. For these reasons, secondary financ-

ing is not considered satisfactory.

One variation for the Federal government would be to pay the interest costs on the

financing involved without guaranteeing the principal. This might assist in solving the cash
flow pressure somewhat, but it would leave unsolved the problem of capital formation and
other carrying costs such as real estate taxes. It would also increase the Federal cost
above that in mere insurance or guarantees of financing.
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cwitjQurse of financing that will allow him
to defer interet.an.d delay the initiation of repayment until he has reached a positive
turning point in his cash flow. Mortgage insurance and secondary fii;ancing, in addition	

intrinsic difficulties, are not designed to provide this type of fiiiancing.
What is needed is a new financial instrument that is suited to this new type of development.
That is the essence of the Cash Flow Debenture. A CFD is a Iontern; Gelerredinterest

I . .			 -.
loan with repayment requirements that are responsive to the actual casa now experience

tepaniètt df principal and accumulated interest i8 init3-,T'LQd
the positr\'eëWˆirfl6w turning point and remains responsive to the fluctuations and

magnitudes of the cash flow.

Financing on the terms of a CFD are not now available in the market. One solution

would be for the government itself to provide CFD financing directly to qualifying developers.
But the success of mortgage insurance suggests that private institutional lenders could be

induced to provide funds in the form of CFD's if there were a government guarantee behind

them. Hopefully, the financing tern-.s required for the guarantee would-as in the case of

FDA and VA mortgage terms- -eventually ho accepted by leaders as a matter of course.

But at the outset, the Pedeial guaraihec of CFO's issuec by aijioved daveiopd should

generate adequate initial capital for land, development, and non-financial carrying costs.

The guarantee approach would limit the government outlay to adininistrativc costs

ajderisk- ot. Tiese cash flow debentures should provide a de facto first iurty

position by appropriate limitations precluding any land or other financing with a prior or

equal security position. This would protect UICgvernment should it be required to pay
out the guarantee. An exception to this restriction could he construction financing of defined

amounts (e.g., construction costs only) for residential development on the land. Adutional






restrictions sL aulci limit or control dividends or any oti cr distributions or payments to
the developer, either as prof;ts or nianagernent fees, until the cash flov.' debentures can
be secured by a predictable revenue stream made up of rental or sales revenues after

providing for adequate working capital minimums, These restrictions could be adapted
to die individual project.

The borrower obligated on the CFD's would be th' developing entity. Under certain
circumstances (see New Town Facilities Assistance Program) the CFD's can be secured
by a first mortgage position on certain specific assets, but can be repaid on terms which
correspond to the cash flow of the developing entity.

Cash flow debentures should be available for terms up to twenty years and bear
an interest rate which would be at a premium abve the Fl-IA rate. The premium might
be one-half to one percent. This higher rate is appropriate for several reasons. The
first is that the unpredictable nature of cash flow revenues creates a reinvestment problem
for the lender. Since the repayment cannot be planned on an orderly basis as with income
producing property, the lender cannot program coiseniently the reinvestment of the repaid
funds. Secondly, the general problems of continually evaluating and reviewing a cash
flow feasibility involves a special expertise and greater administrative cost. Finally,
the loans will generally be of such size as to require a "higher" price to attract the lender.
Although the government guarantee and the higher rate should serve as the necessary in-
centive to private lenders to provide the large-scale funds necessary to New Town develop-
ment, it might be wise to consider an initial tie-in with the "special assistance" programs
of FNMA.

To assist in the financing, this Study recommends the adaption of the cash flow
debentures technique as the basic form of Federal financial assistance. Its appropriate-
ness and convenience make it the most suitable instrument of financing large-scale, long
term ,delayed return development. The specific programs have been written up accord-
ingly.


